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QUESTION 1

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator needs to configure persistence on a global server load balancing (GSLB) vServer to
which a service is bound. Service must continue to handle requests from the client even after it is disabled manually ?
accepting new requests or connections only to honor persistence. After a configured period of time, no new requests or
connections are directed to the service and all existing connections are closed. 

To achieve these requirements, which parameter can the administrator configure while disabling the service? 

A. Persistence threshold 

B. Persistence time-Out 

C. Wait time 

D. Request threshold 

Correct Answer: C 

https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-adc/current-release/load-balancing/load-balancing-advanced-settings/graceful-
shutdown.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator downloaded and deployed Citrix Application Delivery Management (ADM) in an
environment consisting of six Citrix ADCs and 100 virtual servers. When viewing the Citrix ADM console, the
administrator sees only 30 virtual servers. 

Why is the administrator unable to see all 100 virtual servers? 

A. The nsroot passwords are NOT the same across all the Citrix ADCs. 

B. Citrix ADM is using a free license. 

C. Additional Citrix ADM systems need to be deployed to see all virtual servers. 

D. The Citrix ADC and Citrix ADM firmware versions are NOT the same. 

Correct Answer: B 

Free (default) License limits the number of managable objects. 

 

QUESTION 3

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator manages an environment that has an externally accessible website. The administrator
would like to provide end-to-end encryption and use features such as caching and compression on the Citrix ADC.
Which setting should the administrator configure to meet this requirement? 

A. SSL front-end, HTTP backend 

B. SSL_TCP front-end, SSL_TCP backend 
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C. SSL front-end, SSL backend 

D. SSL_TCP front-end, TCP backend 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4

Scenario: For security reasons, a Citrix Administrator needs to block access to multiple URLs. 

The administrator executes the below commands: 

> add policy patset BAD_URL 

> bind policy patset BAD_URL badurl1.mylab.lab -index 11 -charset ASCII 

> bind policy patset BAD_URL badurl2.mylab.lab -index 10 -charset ASCII 

Which final two commands should the administrator execute to accomplish this? 

A. > add responder policy BAD_URL_DNS "DNS.REQ.QUESTION.DOMAIN.CONTAINS(\"BAD_URL\")" DROP > bind
responder global BAD_URL_DNS 100 END -type DNS_REQ_OVERRIDE 

B. > add responder policy BAD_URL_DNS "DNS.REQ.QUESTION.DOMAIN.CONTAINS_ANY(\"BAD_URL\")" RESET
> bind responder global BAD_URL_DNS 100 END -type DNS_REQ_OVERRIDE 

C. > add responder policy BAD_URL_DNS "DNS.REQ.QUESTION.DOMAIN.CONTAINS(\"BAD_URL\" RESET > bind
responder global BAD_URL_DNS 100 END -type DNS_REQ 

D. > add responder policy BAD_URL_DNS "DNS.REQ.QUESTION.DOMAIN.CONTAINS(\"BAD_URL\" RESET > bind
responder global BAD_URL_DNS 100 END -type DNS_REQ_OVERRIDE 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Scenario: After deploying a Citrix ADC in production, a Citrix Administrator notices that client requests are NOT being
evenly distributed among backend resources. The administrator wants to change from the default loadbalancing method
to one that will help distribute the load more evenly. 

Which load-balancing method would ensure that the server with the least amount of network utilization is receiving new
connections? 

A. Least connection 

B. Least bandwidth 

C. Least response time 

D. Least packets 
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Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-adc/current-release/load-balancing/load-balancing-customizing-
algorithms/leastbandwidth-method.html 

 

QUESTION 6

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator gives permissions to team members to access their own admin partition. This will allow
them to add resources for different departments and manage them without making changes to the default Citrix ADC
partition and configuration. 

One team member typing to use the command line interface (CLI) to troubleshoot an authentication issue could NOT
use aaad.debug. However, the team member has full permissions on the admin partition. 

What can be the cause of this issue? 

A. The team member is NOT using the CLI correctly. 

B. The team member needs to troubleshoot the issue from the GUI. 

C. The team member does NOT have permission to use the CLI. 

D. The team member does NOT have shell access by design. 

Correct Answer: D 

https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-adc/current-release/admin-partition.html 

 

QUESTION 7

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator configured Citrix ADC load balancing to send requests to one of three identical backend
servers. Each server handles multiple protocols, and load balancing is set up in round-robin mode. The current load-
balancing setup on the Citrix ADC is: 

1. 

One load-balancing vServer with one externally accessible VIP One service created for each protocol type 

2. 

One server entity for each backend resource 

3. 

During business hours, the administrator wants to make changes to one backend server without affecting the other
servers. 

What is the most efficient way for the administrator to ensure that all traffic is routed away from the server without
impeding responses from other resources? 

A. Disable the backend service entity targeted for change. 

B. Disable the backend server entity targeted for change. 
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C. Disable the load-balancing vServer. 

D. Unbind the correct server entity from the load-balancing vServer. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

Scenario: The Citrix Administrator of a Linux environment needs to load balance the web servers. Due to budget
constraints, the administrator is NOT able to implement a full-scale solution. What can the administrator purchase and
install to load balance the webservers? 

A. Citrix ADC MPX 

B. Citrix ADC VPX 

C. Citrix ADC SDX 

D. Citrix ADC CPX 

Correct Answer: D 

it is the CPX, which is not a full scale solution. You don\\'t need a full virtual like VPX to run CPX inside Docker for Linux,
that is the budget choice. Reference: https://www.citrix.com.br/products/citrix-adc/cpx-express.html 

 

QUESTION 9

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator configures an Access Control List (ACL) to block traffic from the IP address
10.102.29.5: 

add simpleacl rule1 DENY -srcIP 10.102 29.5 

A week later the administrator discovers that the ACL is no longer present on the Citrix ADC. 

What could be the reason for this? 

A. The administrator did NOT run the apply ACL command. 

B. The simple ACLs remain active for only 600 seconds. 

C. The simple ACLs remain active for only 60 seconds. 

D. The Citrix ADC has been restarted without saving the configurations. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 10

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator needs to configure a Responder policy, so that the string "/mytraining" is added 
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to every URL path received. 

The administrator should use these commands to accomplish this: 

>add responder action Redirect_Act redirect 

"HTTP.REQ.URL.PATH_AND_QUERY+\"mytraining\"" ? 

responseStatusCode 302 

>add responder policy Redirect_Pol___________Redirect_Act 

>bind lb vServer lb_vsrv_www -policyName Redirect_Pol -priority 100 -gotoPriorityExpression END type_______ 

(Choose the correct option to complete the set of commands.) 

A. "(HTTP.REQ.URL.STARTSWITH(\"mytraining\"))" REQUEST 

B. "(HTTP.REQ.URL.STARTSWITH(\"mytraining\"))" RESPONSE 

C. "!(HTTP.REQ.URL.ENDSWITH(\"mytraining\"))" REQUEST 

D. "!(HTTP.REQ.URL.ENDSWITH(\"mytraining\"))" RESPONSE 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two steps are necessary to configure global server load balancing (GSLB) service selection using content
switching (CS)? (Choose two.) 

A. Bind the domain to the CS vServer instead of the GSLB vServer. 

B. Configure CS policies that designate a load-balancing vServer as the target vServer. 

C. Configure a CS vServer of target type GSLB. 

D. Bind the GSLB domain to the GSLB vServer. 

Correct Answer: AC 

https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-adc/current-release/global-server-load-balancing/how-to/configure-gslb-content-
switch.html 

 

QUESTION 12

Scenario: A Citrix Administrator needs to create local, limited-privilege user accounts for other administrators. The other
administrators will require only: 

Read-only access 
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The ability to enable and disable services and servers 

Which built-in command policy permission level can the administrator use? 

A. Operator 

B. Network 

C. Sysadmin 

D. Read-only 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 13

A Citrix Administrator needs to confirm that all client certificates presented to the authentication vServer are valid until
the year 2023. Which expression can the administrator use to meet this requirement? 

A. CLIENT.SSL.CLIENT_CERT.VALID_NOT_AFTER.EQ(GMT2023) 

B. CLIENT.SSL.CLIENT_CERT.VALID_NOT_BEFORE.EQ(GMT2023) 

C. CLIENT.SSL.ORIGIN_SERVER_CERT.VALID_NOT_AFTER.EQ(GMT2023) 

D. CLIENT.SSL.CLIENT_CERT.DAYS_TO_EXPIRE.EQ(2023) 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-adc/current-release/appexpert/policies-and-expressions/adv-policy-exp-working-with-
dates-times-and-numbers/exp-for-ssl-certificate-date.html https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-adc/current-release/ssl/ssl-
actions-and-policies/config-built-in-sslactions.html 

 

QUESTION 14

Where do the monitor probes originate by default, after creating and correctly configuring a custom user monitor? 

A. MIP 

B. VIP 

C. SNIP 

D. NSIP 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

Which feature can a Citrix Administrator use to create a consistent set of front-end SSL parameters across multiple SSL
vServers? 
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A. SSL profile 

B. SSL multiplexing 

C. SSL bridge 

D. SSL policy 

E. SSL policy 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.citrix.com/en-us/citrix-adc/current-release/ssl/ssl-profiles.html 
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